The First Round
The first Round of the Earth Chain had its globes on the same levels as the seventh Round of the
Moon Chain;
Globes A & G were on the higher mental plane
Globes B & F were on the lower mental
Globes C & E on the emotional
Globe D on the physical
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The Lords of the Moon and the New Earth Chain
The Lords of the Moon1 from globes A, B and C of the lunar Chain were the three classes who
watched over, without partaking in, the physical construction of the globes of our Chain, as they
were formed successively round the Spirit of each globe . . . They appear to have superintended the
detailed work of the Lords who attained later. The lowest class, from globe G, made the primitive
archetypal forms on globe A of the Earth Chain in the first Round, and guided the Lines who came in
to fill them, and to evolve therein. The next class, from globe F, superintended the evolution of
forms in the second Round; that from globe E the similar evolution in the third; and that from globe
D the similar evolution in the fourth. (All these are included under the name Barhishad Pitris in The
Secret Doctrine.) Further, we find some of the Lords from globe E working on Mars in the fourth
Round, while those from globe D become active later on the Earth.
Our Earth in the First Round
The worlds are curious, like churning whirl-pools; our Earth, the most solid, is hot, muddy, sticky,
and much of its territory does not seem to be anchored down very firmly. It is seething, and
constantly changing in consistency; huge cataclysms engulf great multitudes from time to time, and
in their embryonic condition they do not seem very much the worse for the engulfing, but increase
and multiply in huge caves and caverns, as though they were living on the surface.
First Round Human Bodies
The human bodies on the Earth during the first Round were amoeboid, cloudy, drifting things,
mostly etheric, and thus indifferent to the heat; they multiplied by fission2. They seemed to succeed
each other in Races but without separate incarnations, each form lasting for a Race. There were no
births and no deaths; they enjoyed an amoeba-immortality, and were under the care of Lords of the
Moon who had achieved Arhatship on globe G. Some etheric floating things appeared to be trying,
but not very successfully, to be dreams of vegetables.
First Round Minerals
The minerals were somewhat more solid, for they were largely pelted on to the Earth by the Moon
in a molten condition; the temperature might be anything above 3,500°C. (6,332° F.), for copper
was in the condition of vapor, and it volatilizes in an electrical furnace at this temperature. Silicon
was visible, but most of the substances were proto-elements, not elements, and the present
combinations seemed to be very rare; the earth was surrounded by huge masses of vapor shutting
'Lords of the Moon of the airy bodies,' who are to be charged with the duty of guiding physical evolution in
the fourth planetary Chain, the terrene. (POM)
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Since the writing of The Ancient Wisdom and The Pedigree of Man, Mrs. Besant has thought it advisable to
adopt clearly descriptive English names in place of those which have previously been used. To those who fully
succeeded upon the moon-chain, and attained the Arhat level prescribed for them, she gives the title of Lords
of the Moon. (IL2, The Monads From The Moon)
The Barhishads are those Pitris or 'Fathers' who evolved the human astral form, the model of the physical
body. The Barhishads became the human entities of the First Race, entities as yet not lighted by the sacred
spark or Mānasaputra which awakens the seed which brings forth the flower of human intellect and wisdom.
(OT - Judge)
Fission - an asexual reproductive process in which a unicellular organism divides into two or more
independently maturing daughter cells.
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in the heat, and hence cooled very slowly. At the Pole there was some boiling mud, which generally
settled down, and after some thousands of years a green scum appeared, which was vegetable; or
perhaps it would be more accurate to say that it would become vegetable later on.
The Earth Chain Descended in the Second Round
The first Round of the Earth Chain had its globes on the same levels as the seventh Round of the
Moon Chain; globe A was on the higher mental plane, with some of the matter scarcely awakened;
globe B was on the lower mental; globe C on the emotional; globe D on the physical; globe E on the
emotional again; globe F on the lower mental; globe G on the higher mental. In the second Round
the whole Chain descended, and three globes became physical, C, D, and E; but the living things on
them were etheric in substance, and pudding-baggy - to borrow H. P. Blavatsky' s graphic epithet in form. Globes C and E, which we now call Mars and Mercury, had at that time physical matter, but
in a glowing gaseous state. (MWHW)
The 7 globes of the earth chain consist of:
2 lower mental globes
2 astral globes
3 physical globes
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Second Round
Condition of Globe D
In the second Round the temperature of globe D had dropped considerably, and the copper had
cooled down and become liquid, in some places solid. There was some land near the Poles, but
flames burst out if a hole was made, as at some points on the sides of the cone of Vesuvius.
The Pudding-Bag Creatures
The pudding-bag3 creatures did not seem to mind the heat, but floated about indifferently,
reminding one in their shape of wounded soldiers who had lost their legs and had had their clothes
sewn round the trunk; a blow made an indentation, which slowly filled up again, like the flesh of a
person suffering from dropsy; the fore part of the thing had a kind of sucking mouth, through which
it drew in food, and it would fasten on another and draw it in, as though sucking an egg through a
hole, whereupon the sucked one grew flabby and died; a struggle was noticed in which each had
fixed its mouth on the other, and sucked away diligently.
They had a kind of flap-hand, like the flap of a seal, and they made a cheerful kind of chirruping
trumpeting noise, expressing pleasure - pleasure being a sort of general sense of bien-être4, and
pain a massive discomfort, nothing acute, only faint likes and dislikes.
The skin was sometimes serrated, giving shades of color. Later on, they became a little less
shapeless and more human, and crawled on the ground like caterpillars. Later still, near the North
Pole, on the cap of land there, these creatures were developing hands and feet, though unable to
stand up, and more intelligence was noticeable. A Lord of the Moon - an Arhat who had attained on
globe F of the Moon Chain - was observed, who had magnetized an island and shepherded on to it a
flock of these creatures, reminding one of sea-cows or porpoises, though with no formed heads;
they were taught to browse, instead of sucking each other, and when they did eat each other they
chose some parts in preference to others, as though developing taste. The depression which served
for mouth grew deeper into a kind of funnel, and a stomach began to develop, which was promptly
turned inside out if any alien matter which was disapproved of found its way in. One turned himself
entirely inside out, and seemed none the worse.
The surface of the Earth being still very uncertain, they occasionally got burnt or partially cooked;
this they evidently disliked, and if it went too far they collapsed. The heavy atmosphere made
floating their usual method of locomotion, and this was pleasanter to look at than the writhing
motion adopted on the ground recalling the “loathly worm”. Reproduction was by budding; a
protuberance appeared, grew, and after a while broke off, and led an independent existence.

If we examine humanity as it appeared on Mars in this fourth round, we find that it did not differ radically
in appearance from that of the present day; and this is true of all its root-races from the first to the seventh.
But if we look at the humanity of the first root-race on our own globe in this present round, we shall see that
its members are utterly unlike any kind of men that we know. They are mere drifting masses of cloud - just
the men of the first round over again. In the same way men of our second root-race have the curious formless
pudding-bag appearance which had not until then been seen on any world of our chain since the second
round. In the third root-race came over again all the business of the descent into denser matter and the
separation of the sexes which had distinguished middle of the third round. (IL2, The Monads From The Moon)
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bien-être - welfare
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Their intelligence was infantile, and one was seen who had aimed at a neighbour with his mouth,
and, missing him, had caught hold of his own lower end, and then went on sucking contentedly till,
presumably becoming uncomfortable, he spat himself out again. One fellow found out that by
rolling his lower end in mud, he could float upright instead of lengthwise, and appeared to be very
proud of himself Gradually the end which contained the funnel tapered off somewhat, and a small
centre appeared in it, which, in far future ages, might become a brain. A small protuberance
appeared, and the habit was formed of drifting forward, with this in front, as carrying the mouth,
and impacts being constantly made on this, development was promoted.
Vegetable Life
Vegetable life developed during this period, aided by the heavy choking atmosphere; there were
forest-like growths, much resembling grass, but forty feet high and proportionately thick. They
grew in the warm mud, and flourished exceedingly.
Volcanoes
Towards the end of this period, some of the Earth was quite solid and only reasonably warm. There
was much tumultuous cracking, apparently due to shrinkage, and every hill was an active volcano.
Second Round Mars
Mars became more solid, cooling more rapidly in consequence of its smaller size, but life on it was
much like that on the Earth. (MWHW)

Third Round
Mars
In the third Round Mars was quite solid and firm, and some animals began to develop, though at
first they looked rather like clumsy chunks of wood, sawed off logs. They recalled sketches made by
children who had not learned how to draw; but as time went on, there were beings who were
distinctly human, though more like gorillas than men.
The configuration then was very different from that of the Mars now known to us. The water
question had not arisen, for about three-fourths of the surface was water and only one-fourth dry
land. Hence there were no canals, as now, and the general physical condition much resembled that
of the Earth of to-day.
Carnivorous Brutes on Mars
There were also on Mars some carnivorous brutes; a huge crocodile-like animal was seen fiercely
attacking a man, who rushed at it with a club, which did not seem a very effective weapon.
However, he stumbled over a rock and fell headlong into the creature's jaws, and so came to an
untimely end.
Third Round Earth
The third Round on the Earth much resembled that on Mars, the people being smaller and denser,
but, from our present standpoint, still huge and gorilla-like. . . . The animals were very scaly, and
even the creatures we must call birds were covered with scales rather than feathers; they all
seemed to be made of a job-lot of fragments stuck together, half-bird, half-reptile, and wholly
unattractive. Still, it was a little more like a world than the preceding globes, in fact than anything
we had seen since we left the Moon; and later on cities were built. The work of the Lords of the
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Moon - who in this Round were Arhats from globe E - resembled the training of animals more than
the evolution of a humanity. But it is noticeable that they were working on sections, as it were, of
the different bodies, physical and subtle. The third sub-planes of the physical, astral and mental
spheres were being specially worked through, and the spirillae of the atoms on these sub-planes
were being vivified.

Reproduction on Our Earth during the Third Round
The methods of reproduction on our Earth during the third Round were those which are now
confined to the lower kingdoms of nature. In the first and second Races, not thoroughly densified,
fission still occurred, but in the third and onwards the methods were: budding-off like hydrae in the
less organised; the exuding of cells from different organs of the body, which reproduced similar
organs, and grew into a miniature duplication of the parent; the laying of eggs, within which the
young human being developed. These were hermaphrodite, and gradually one sex predominated,
but never sufficiently to represent a definite male and female.
The Passing of the Life-Wave from One Globe to Another
The passing of the life-wave from one globe to another is gradual and there is considerable overlapping; it will be remembered that globe A of the terrene Chain began to form when globe A of the
lunar Chain was in process of disintegration, the passing of the Spirit of the globe being the signal of
the transference of activity. Thus life-activity is continuous, though egos have long periods of rest. A
globe ‘passes into obscuration’ when the attention of the LOGOS is turned away from it, and thus
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His Light is withdrawn. It passes into a kind of coma, and there is a residuum of living creatures left
behind; these creatures do not seem to increase in number during this period. But while the Races
die out, the egos inhabiting them having passed on, the globe becomes a field for the Inner Round, a
place to which egos in a transition state can be transferred for special treatment in order to quicken
their evolution. The globe to which the attention of the LOGOS is turned starts into active life, and
receives the streams of egos ready to go forward on their journey.
Recurrence of Types at a Higher Level of Evolution
Another point that may be noted is the recurrence of types at a higher level of evolution, in which
they form but transitional stages. As in the development of the human embryo of to-day, the fish-,
reptile-, and lower mammalian-types appear, repeating in a few months the aeonic evolution of the
past, so do we see in each Round that a period of repetition precedes that of new advance. The third
Round laboriously worked out in detail that which the third Race in the fourth Round would
reproduce with comparative swiftness, while the second Race would similarly reflect the second
Round, and the first Race the first Round. This broad principle once grasped, study becomes more
easy, as the outline is clear into which details are to be fitted. (MWHW)
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